
“Item is leaking” – The manual calls for testing the product for leak before first use and 

not to use the product if there is a leak.  When a customer reports a leak in the product, we ask which 
part of the product the leak is coming from.  First, check the tanks for any visible cracks.  Otherwise, 
there could be a few possible sources for the leak: 
 
A.    Leak from the spigot area:  If the leak is coming from where the spigot attaches to the bottom tank, 
it can be stopped by simply tightening the nut on the spigot: 
 
1.    Empty the tanks.  Using one hand to hold the spigot in place, tighten the nut (clockwise) by a 
quarter turn.  (Don't worry about cracking the tank.  It takes a great deal of brute force before you can 
crack the tank by tightening the nut with bare hands.) 
 
2.    By the sink, fill the bottom tank with some water.  Test to see if there is still a leak. 
 
3.    If there is still a leak, tighten the nut again by another quarter turn.  
 
4.    Repeat steps 3 to 4 if a leak persists.  If the nut is properly tightened, there should not be a leak. 
 
If the leak is coming directly from the spigot itself, we will send a replacement spigot immediately. 
 
B.    Leak from the middle ring (between the top and bottom tanks):  If the leak comes from this part of 
the unit, there could be 2 possibilities: 
 
1.    Over-filling the top tank:  Because the top and bottom tanks are not fused together, if you fill the 
top tank when the bottom tank is almost full, it will overflow, leaking where the middle ring joins the 
top and the bottom tank together.  To prevent the leak from happening, do not fill the upper tank when 
the bottom tank is almost full.  Fill the top tank with only the amount of water that the bottom tank has 
space to store. 
 
2.    Backflow of the 5-Stage Mineral Cartridge:  Water should flow freely through the 5-Stage Mineral 
Cartridge.  If it does not, the 5-Stage Mineral Cartridge may be clogged.  This issue can be easily rectified 
by gently tapping the cartridge upside down.  This will loosen up any minerals rocks that might have 
compacted over time through gravity.  Flush the cartridge under clean running water to make sure 
water can flow freely before use again. 
 


